Abstract-In this paper, signed-rank based nonparametric detectors are used for pseudonoise (PN) code acquisition in frequency-selective Rician fading channels. We first derive the locally optimum rank detector and then propose the locally suboptimum rank (LSR) and th order modified signed-rank (MSR ) detectors using approximate score functions. We compare the hybrid parallel double-dwell scheme using the LSR and MSR detectors with that using the conventional squared-sum (SS) and modified sign (MS) detectors. From the simulation results, it is shown that the LSR and MSR detectors perform better than the SS detector using the cell averaging constant false-alarm rate processor and the MS detector by about 2-3 dB.
Nonparametric PN Code Acquisition Using the Signed-Rank Statistic for DS/CDMA Systems in Frequency-Selective Rician Fading Channels
I. INTRODUCTION
O NE basic limitation in direct-sequence code-division multiple-access (DS/CDMA) systems is the synchronization time to align the local despreading pseudonoise (PN) code sequence with the incoming spreading PN code sequence. The synchronization process generally consists of two steps labeled acquisition (coarse alignment within a fraction of the chip duration ) and tracking (fine alignment). In this paper, we consider the code acquisition problem [1] - [3] .
According to the search mode, code acquisition methods can be classified into three schemes; the serial, hybrid parallel, and totally parallel schemes. The serial search scheme has the advantage of simple hardware, but the acquisition time is very long for a long period PN sequence. Especially, the serial search scheme can further be classified into the straight-line, expanding window, and -search methods [4] . For a long period PN sequence, the totally parallel search scheme has the fast acquisition time, but the hardware complexity (that is, the number of detectors) increases to the order of code period [5] . The hybrid parallel search schemes have been proposed for practical use to Manuscript achieve a balance between the acquisition speed and hardware complexity [6] . The basic unit in any acquisition receiver is a decision-making device or a detector. The class of detectors can be classified as either coherent or noncoherent (according to the specific detection criteria, it can be classified into Bayes, Neyman-Pearson, etc.,). In this paper, we consider the noncoherent Neyman-Pearson detector. In the conventional parametric detector, we have to estimate the background power level to decide the threshold of a detector [7] . For example, order statistics has been used to estimate the background power level [8] . Small deviation of the estimated value from the real value, however, may lead to a significant performance degradation of the parametric detector. A nonparametric detector based on the signed-rank statistic has been proposed recently for the PN code acquisition problem [9] .
The system with the signed-rank detector has better performance than that with the parametric detector when the exact estimation is not possible, because the threshold of the signed-rank detector can be decided without first estimating the background power level. In [9] , the test statistic of the signed-rank detector has been derived only in multiple-access interference. In this paper, we derive the test statistic of the signed-rank detector in more general situations: the derivation in this paper is based on the combined effects of multiple-access interference, out-of-cell interference, and frequency-selective Rician fading. This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we describe the system model and get the statistics of the sampled inphase and quadrature components of the demodulator. In Section III, we first derive the locally optimum rank (LOR) detector and then propose the locally suboptimum rank (LSR) and th order modified signed-rank detectors using approximate score functions. In Section IV, we use these detectors in the hybrid parallel double-dwell scheme to investigate the performance of code acquisition systems.
II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
Consider the reverse link of a DS/CDMA cellular communications system. Assume that there are users per cell that arrive with independent random carrier phases and independent random time delays. Without fading and noise, the th user's complex received signal can be described by (1) 0018-9545/02$17.00 © 2002 IEEE
In (1), is the th user's energy per chip (2) is the th user's PN code sequence waveform; is the chip duration; is the time delay of the incoming th user's spreading PN code sequence divided by is the carrier angular frequency; and is the th user's unknown phase uniformly distributed over . In (2) , is the th user's PN sequence value at the th chip time and is the unit step function whose value is , if , and 0 otherwise. We assume that the first user is the desired user.
In this paper, the channel is modeled as a frequency-selective Rician fading channel [5] . A widely accepted model for the multipath fading channel is a tapped delay line with a tap spacing of one chip. Each tap is multiplied by an independent time-varying complex Gaussian random variable. It is assumed that there are taps corresponding to the resolvable received paths. If there is a line-of-sight (LOS) path between the transmitter and receiver, then there exists a specular component in the first path only. It is also assumed that the diffuse power in each path follows an exponential decay with rate .
The fading process on the th path of the th user can be written as (3) where and are the real and imaginary parts of the fading process on the th path of the th user, respectively. Assuming that in (1) is the received phase of the specular component of user , the means of and are given by (4) and (5) respectively. The variances of and represent the diffuse component. If the total fading power in all of the resolvable paths is normalized to unity and the specular-to-total diffuse power ratio is denoted as , then the specular and diffuse powers can be expressed as and , respectively, where is a constant. Specially, means frequency-nonselective fading channels and means Rayleigh fading channels. In frequency-selective Rician fading channels, the received signal can be written as (6) where is the desired signal, is the interference due to additional users in the cell-of-interest, is the interference due to users from neighboring cells, and is the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) with a two-sided power spectral density (PSD) of . The desired signal is given by (7) where is the real part of . The in-cell interference is given by (8) For the out-of-cell interference, the difference between the received energy at the base station-of-interest and the interferer's own base station due to distance loss needs to be taken into account. Each cell is assumed to have a hexagonal shape and the out-of-cell interference is assumed to be limited to the first layer of interfering cells (six neighbor cells are assumed). In addition, all the cells have the same number of users and the number of resolvable paths is the same for all the users. Under these assumptions, the out-of-cell interference can be expressed as (9) where is the distance from the th out-of-cell interferer to its own base station and is the distance from the th out-of-cell interferer to the base station-of-interest. These distances are assumed to be constant over the observation interval and a standard fourth order power loss law is assumed . The th sampled inphase and quadrature components shown in Fig. 1 can be expressed as (10) and (11) respectively, where is the time delay of the locally generated despreading PN sequence divided by and . Here, is the initial time and is an integer. The statistics of and are if otherwise (12) and if otherwise (13) respectively, where and is the unknown phase of the desired user's th received sample. Here, and are the variances of the in-cell interference, out-of-cell interference, and AWGN components, respectively. For the time being, we consider to be constant during one chip period. The derivation of the statistics of and is shown in [10] . Now we consider the PN code acquisition problem. Consider the real straight-serial PN code acquisition scheme without the verification mode. Fig. 2 shows a block diagram of the serial acquisition system. Using the PN code sequence locally generated, we obtain the inphase and quadrature channel data and , evaluate a test statistic, and then compare the value of the test statistic to the threshold. Here, is the partial correlation period. If the test statistic is greater than the threshold, we decide that the locally generated PN sequence is synchronized to the incoming PN code sequence within : the acquisition mode is completed and the tracking mode is started. Otherwise, the local PN code sequence is left shifted by , where is called the chip quantization factor and we repeat the above procedure. The searching job will continue until the test statistic is greater than the threshold. When the code tracking fails, the searching job will be started again. In this paper, we assume that . From the above description, it is clear that we can regard the PN code acquisition problem as a binary hypothesis testing problem: given two observation vectors and a decision is to be made between the null hypothesis and alternative hypothesis , where (14) and (15) We can rewrite the statistics and as (16) and (17) respectively, where and and are the uncorrelated inphase and quadrature interference components, respectively, with the common probability density function (pdf) . Note that is the zero-mean Gaussian pdf with variance . The problem can now be expressed as the following parameter hypothesis testing problem, because the null hypothesis is the special case of the alternative hypothesis:
III. LOCALLY OPTIMUM RANK DETECTOR TEST STATISTIC
Based upon the generalized version of the Neyman-Pearson's fundamental lemma [11] , [12] , a locally optimum (LO) detector in general maximizes the slope of the power function as the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) approaches zero. The LO detectors are specially useful when the strength of the desired signal is weak. The LOR detector is a nonparametric LO detector based on signs and ranks and have as good asymptotic performance as the LO detector.
In this section, we consider the LOR detector. To derive detection schemes based on signs and ranks only of the observations, let be the vector of signs and let be the magnitude rank vector: that is, is the rank of in the set . Here, is the sign function whose value is if and otherwise. We will also use to denote the th smallest member of the set . We define and in a similar manner. Let and be the discrete probability mass functions (pmfs) of and jointly under and , respectively. Then (20) and (21) where . The joint pdf of the sampled inphase and quadrature observations is (22) where denotes the expectation over for all . Here, for given is the joint pdf of and as a function of (23) where and is the transpose of . The exact joint pdf is not the product of the individual pdfs: the joint pdf is close to the product of the individual pdfs if we assume fast fading channels. We have assumed changes every one chip duration over the observation interval. For extremely fast fading channels, may vary during one chip period, in which case the analysis and results (of the mean acquisition time) in this paper might slightly change. Yet, the effect of such fast fading on can be diminished, eliminated, or taken into account, for example, by increasing the sampling rate or by using the average value of over one chip period and then the results presented in this paper will not be influenced.
Applying the generalized version of the Neyman-Pearson's fundamental lemma, we get the test statistic of the LOR detector as the ratio (24) where is the first nonzero derivative of at . Using (20)- (24), we get (25) where , and . The proof of the result is given in Appendix 1.
For the Gaussian pdf, the values of the score functions and cannot be obtained analytically. Although methods of numerical analysis can be used to obtain the values, we may instead use asymptotic approximations to the score functions [12] , [13] . The approximate score functions and are (26) and (27) respectively, where is the standard normal cumulative distribution function (cdf). With the approximate score functions and , the LSR detector can be constructed as (28) We can construct the th order MSR detector using the -piece linear approximation instead of the nonlinearity function 
Here, is a positive integer and 's are the "end" points . Fig. 3 shows the nonlinearity function and -piece linear approximations when .
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
As the performance measure, we use the time elapses prior to acquisition, which will be called the code acquisition time . In this section, we compare the hybrid parallel doubledwell scheme using the proposed detectors with that using the conventional detectors.
A block diagram of the hybrid parallel acquisition system is shown in Fig. 4 , which consists of a bank of parallel detectors. The PN code sequence of chips is divided into subsequences each of length with and being integers. The numbers and are the design parameters describing the numbers of parallel and serial acquisition searches, respectively. We assume that is an integer for simplicity. Each detector has one of the subcodes of length as a reference code input. The number of taps on each delay line is with the delay between successive taps. Over each correlation period samples are collected and stored from the parallel detectors. Each sample corresponds to one of the possible phases in the uncertainty region. If the largest sample exceeds a threshold , the corresponding phase is assumed tentatively to be the correct phase of the received signal and the acquisition system moves to the verification mode (second dwell). Otherwise, the detectors are loaded with a new group of PN subcodes corresponding to another possible input code phases and the search mode continues until the largest sample exceeds a threshold .
In [10] , it is shown that the mean code acquisition time of the hybrid parallel double-dwell scheme is (32)
In (32), is the first dwell time per cell; is the total detection probability;
is the first dwell partial correlation length; is the second dwell partial correlation length divided by is the missing probability in the first dwell (search mode); is the penalty time divided by is the total false-alarm probability corresponding to an " " state; is the total false-alarm probability corresponding to an " " state; and is the false-alarm probability corresponding to an " " state in the first dwell. The simulation conditions are as follows:
s, s, the code sequence length is 32 767 chips, chips, , the chip quantization factor is 1 (assuming ), the timing error is uniformly distributed over , , the normalized residual shift is 0, and . We consider frequency-selective Rician fading channels ( dB, and ). We assume that dB for all . We use the squared-sum (SS) detector as the conventional parametric detector, the modified sign (MS) detector as the conventional nonparametric detector, and the LSR and detectors as the proposed nonparametric detectors. In this paper, we consider two situations for the SS detector. First, the optimum SS situation is that the variance of interference is known a priori. Second, the SS situation with a constant false alarm rate (CFAR) processor is that the variance of interference is estimated using a CFAR processor [14] . We use the cell averaging (CA) CFAR processor, because the CA CFAR processor has the best performance among the CFAR processors in frequency-selective Rician fading channels [10] . For the SS and MS detectors, the test statistics are given by (33) and (34) respectively [9] . Fig. 5 shows the mean code acquisition time of the hybrid parallel double-dwell scheme in frequency-selective Rician fading channels when GHz, km/h, dB, and . The number of Monte Carlo runs for each point is 10 000. In this figure, the square, diamond, circle, star, and triangle points represent the LSR, , optimum SS, SS with the CA CFAR processor , and MS detectors, respectively. Clearly, the SS detector has the best performance among the detectors compared. It is, however, not a realistic case because we do not know in advance the background power level. We, thus, have to estimate the background power level with the CA CFAR processor (or automatic gain controller). From Fig. 5 , we can observe that the proposed LSR and detectors perform better than the MS detector by about 2-3 dB and perform better than the SS detector using the CA CFAR processor. This is because there could be an error of the estimation in the SS detector using the CA CFAR processor, while we can decide the threshold of the proposed detector without first having to estimate the background power level.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, signed-rank based nonparametric detectors are used for DS/SS PN code acquisition systems in a frequency-selective Rician fading channel. We have first derived the LOR detector and then proposed the LSR and detectors using approximate score functions. We have compared the hybrid parallel double-dwell scheme using the proposed LSR and detectors with that using the conventional SS and MS detectors. From the simulation results, it has been shown that the proposed LSR and detectors perform better than the SS detector using the CA CFAR processor. 
APPENDIX

A. Derivation of the Locally Optimum Rank Detector Test Statistic
The first derivative of at vanishes identically. We thus obtain the second derivative of at The first term of (36) 
